THE ULTIMATE HOLIDAY GIFTS
FOR THE BEER LOVER
WINE WAREHOUSE (800) 339-1410

Van Steenberge Sampler
Six Award-Winning Belgian Ales that will please any Beer Aficionado.
$58.00 per cs. $14.50 per pack $20.99 @ 30%
GULDEN DRAAK The beer is second fermented in both the bottle and the keg and
the brewer uses wine yeast in the second fermentation process. 10.5% ABV
GULDEN DRAAK QUAD 3 different varieties of malt added in a volume of 4X the
content of lager, which provides the deep rich amber color and a fruity, spicy scent.
10.7% ABV
BORNEM DOUBLE Soft as velvet, this double with warm dark brown color and
burgundy undertones has a fruity taste and hoppy after taste. 8% ABV
BORNEM TRIPLE The taste is hoppy and full with an
excellent sweet-bitter balance. 9% ABV
PIRAAT This beer has been recognized as one of the five best beers in the world.
10.5% ABV
PIRAAT TRIPLE HOP Americanized Piraat brand with extra hops. 10.5% ABV

Bavik Sour Power Sampler
This is the utimate Holiday Gift for the Connoisseur of Belgian Sour Ales.
The pack contains six beers, two of each unique style and level.
$59.00 per cs. $14.75 per pack $20.99 @ 30%
THE WORLD’S FIRST AND ONLY SOUR SAMPLER PACK!
PETRUS OUD BRUIN An Old Brown. Deeply rooted in the farmhouse brewing
tradition of Belgium; Petrus Oud Bruin is made by blending Petrus Aged Pale into
freshly brewed sweet brown beer. 5.5% ABV
MONK’S CAFE A Flemish Burgundy – Young and old dark beers are blended to
make this sinful sour. The old brown beer, aged in metal tanks, creates a port-winelike base and is blended with fresh dark beer which delivers the sweeter caramel
notes. 5.5% ABV
PETRUS AGED PALE ALE Think of Brut Champagne! Petrus Aged Pale is a one of
a kind golden ale aged in Calvados Barrels from Alsace France for 24-36 months and dry
hopped. 7.3% ABV

pricing excludes CRV

